Date: 5/16/19
Location: Plex Basement

RCB Executive Board Meeting
Start Time: 6:03
Members Absent: Jakob
1. Review
a. Reading of the Minutes
2. Executive and Advisor Updates
a. Jakob (VP of Academic Affairs)
i.

Won’t be at meeting due to MSE Awards Banquet

ii.

Sweatshirts will be ordered after final details are ironed out
1. I contacted Underground and they will honor the 20% discount
a. This means that sweatshirts with name cost $23.32, and
ones without will cost $19.32
b. Subsidies to $15 and $12 should be acceptable
2. There is one XXL order, which costs $2 more than standard sizes.
Should we charge that person more, or is it reasonable for RCB to
cover that cost?
a. Jenna -- reasonable for RCB to cover the cost, I think
b. Eleanor agrees, we all agree
3. Nancy, could you tell me what size you want or put your order into
this form?

a. https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Vn4zOkQ_AY_f
HxJ2qPlw9c5B3hxsrp196qBtDGDwwxo/edit?usp=sharing

iii.

RCB Puzzle
1. June 8 1-3 PM to avoid interfering with people cramming for finals
2. Since it’s close to exams, I’m thinking granola bars, vitamin water,
etc as food
3. Will be ordering puzzles soon
a. Q: what kind of puzzles (size wise)? 500 or 750 pieces
b. Get different puzzles but similar difficulty
4. I was thinking bookmarks or something nice/useful for everyone,
and then additional prizes for top two winning team (4 people)
a. Potentially snack baskets or tote bags with snacks and
food for finals
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5. Filed a room reservation request for Tech M345 (not the best
room, but it has tables, making puzzling easier than a room with
desks)
b. Maria (VP of Social Affairs)
i.

Eleanor and I went to Adler, and here is the summary!
1. https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-fVYV-lSrQm0npsCEXZFE
W3XVD4gD-ZfNgdrgAkdE_U/edit?usp=sharing
2. Jenna -- if you vote on it tomorrow, Adler has my vote

ii.

RCBonfire: I emailed again asking if they could approve me (because I
can’t get the fire permit until they approve me) and they said they’re
currently “backed up,” even though my request has been submitted for
weeks.

iii.

@Charlotte Did you get my Uber receipt? Will it work?

c. Sophia (VP of Philanthropic Affairs)
i.

Nothing

d. Danielle (VP of Public Relations)
i.

Not much going on besides website competition coming down to the wire.
Please have your judging finalized soon so I can check results. Thoughts
on providing results to tech chairs so we can be transparent about where
they lost points or not so they don’t bug us about why they did?
1. Individual Results

ii.

Going to be doing some more work on our website
1. A bunch of databases for each category of officers unaccessible,
RCB is not owner
a. Ask Nat if he knows anything about it
b. Ask presidents if redoing it would be helpful
2. Some of the events and traditions and info for each res college are
a bit outdated (PARC at 1838). Going to provide everyone chance
to submit new things.

e. Charlotte (VP of Financial Affairs)
i.
f.

Cost sharing with Helicon for Art Fest

Yasmine and Jenna (VP of Inter College Relations)
i.

Weather might not be so good on Saturday
1. It seems like there will be some rain in the late afternoon, catching
the tail end of field day if at all
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2. Next weekend looks like it might possibly end up being the same
situation
ii.

If we decide not to reschedule...

iii.

Can anyone help us blow up water balloons tomorrow night? 7pm at
ISRC
1. Danielle
2. Eleanor

iv.

Reminder that we won’t be at fullboard tomorrow (we’re picking up the
van and shopping)

v.

Drawstring bags were delivered and t shirts are ready, we will pick them
up tomorrow

vi.

Microphone ?

g. Eleanor (President)
i.

No updates!

h. Nancy (Advisor)
i.

Will be telling presidents about summer storage and inventory, wildcat
welcome arrival and food supplement.

3. Discussion
a.

End Time: 6:39

